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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

LOUISIANA MUNICIPAL POLICE

EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT SYSTEM, on
behalf of itself and all other similarly situated
stockholders,

Plaintiff,

vs.

JP MORGAN CHASE & CO., JAMES DIMON,
INA R. DREW, and DOUGLAS L.
BRAUNSTEIN,

Defendants.

Civil Action No.

ATTACHMENT TO CIVIL COVER SHEET

This action is related to two class action cases pending in this District: (1) Smith v. JP

Morgan Chase & Co., No. 12-cv-3852 (GBD)(SDNY) and (2) Pipefitters Local Union #537

Trust Funds v. JP Morgan Chase & Co., No. 12-cv-4552 (SDNY). Plaintiff is a member of the

purported classes as defined in the complaints in both of these actions. Plaintiff brings its own

individual action, based on substantially similar factual allegations as in these class actions,

although it states a longer operative class period.
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1. Plaintiff Louisiana Municipal Police Employees Retirement System

("LAMPERS"), by their undersigned counsel, brings this federal securities class action under

Section 10(b) of the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act"), and Rule 10b-5

promulgated thereunder, and under Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act, on behalf of themselves

and all other persons and entities who purchased common stock of JP Morgan Chase & Co.

("JPM" or the "Company") between February 24, 2010 and May 10, 2012, inclusive (the "Class

Period"). This action alleges that JPM and certain of its current and former executive officers

("Defendants") made false and misleading statements relating to JPM's business, risk

management, and financial condition, and otherwise concealed material information relating to

the Company's high-risk trading practices and exposure to risk, all of which had the effect of

artificially inflating the prices of JPM common stock during the Class Period.

2. The allegations in this Complaint are based upon information and belief, except as

to allegations specifically pertaining to Plaintiff, which are based on personal knowledge.

Plaintiff bases its belief upon information uncovered through an investigation conducted by, and

under the supervision of, its undersigned counsel. This investigation included, among other

things, review and analysis of annual and quarterly reports, publicly-filed documents, press

releases, news articles, analysts' statements and reports, conference call transcripts and

presentations, and transcripts from speeches and other remarks given by the Defendants.

Plaintiff believes that substantial additional evidentiary support will exist for the allegations set

forth herein after a reasonable opportunity for discovery.

I. NATURE OF THE ACTION

3. This federal securities fraud class action alleges that Defendants made false and

misleading statements and concealed material information relating to the Company's trading

practices, hedging of risk, risk management, and exposure to risk of loss on investment positions



taken by the Company's ChiefInvestment Office ("CIO"), a business unit within the Company's

Corporate/Private Equity operating segment. Specifically, throughout the Class Period,

Defendants falsely assured investors that its CIO unit was among the units primarily responsible

for risk management, with a purpose of hedging against interest rate, foreign exchange ("FX"),

and credit risks, when in fact the CIO was knowingly engaged in placing high-risk directional

bets to turn quick profits for JPM. The Company's false and misleading descriptions of its CIO

activities, and material omissions about the true nature of the speculative trading undertaken by

the CIO, served to conceal the fact that the CIO exposed JPM to massive risks and losses,

particularly with respect to JPM's enormous derivatives portfolio. As a result of Defendants'

false and misleading statements and omissions, JP Morgan's common stock traded at artificially-

inflated prices during the Class Period.

4. Beginning no later than February 2010, senior executives and directors at JPM

were clearly informed and briefed about the increasingly high-risk directional bets emanating

from the CIO's London office. Senior JPM executives in the Company's Investment Banking

unit, among others, similarly complained to JPM's top executives, including CEO Jamie Dimon

("Dimon"), that the CIO unit was placing speculative bets that it did not fully understand which

exposed JPM to significant losses. Having grown accustomed to the quick profits that the CIO

office delivered to JPM's bottom line as a result of similar, high-risk trading strategies that

turned out to be profitable, these red flags and warnings were ignored by senior management and

investors were kept in the dark.

5. On or about August 2011, and no later than November 2011, JP Morgan's CIO

embarked on a complex series of investments involving credit default swaps ("CDSs") -

insurance policies, in essence, against the evaporation of an asset's value. The CDS purchases



were made ostensibly to mitigate a large, high-risk portfolio of derivatives focused on

investment-grade and junk bond corporate debt. Because these investments were exposed to the

economic uncertainties, including worsening economic distress in Europe, JPM decided to

protect against potential losses by investing in an index of CDSs. When JPM's projections for

the European economy brightened, JPM apparently decided against simply unwinding some of

the swaps, and instead, they "doubled-down" and made a huge bet on the other side of the

market- as much as $100 billion or more, by some reports - that turned out to be wrong. In fact,

press reports indicate that the trades were initially very profitable but quickly turned sour as

European debt markets came under severe stress in April, due to ongoing issues in Greece, Spain

and Italy. These economic developments caused the trades to reverse and result in billions of

dollars of losses now being marked to market.

6. The exact nature of the trades engaged in by the CIO which form the basis of

JPM's massive losses are still somewhat shrouded in mystery because the CIO's investments in

CDSs were unusually (and unnecessarily) complex, suggesting that the Company was

deliberately attempting to hide its improper trading activities. In this regard, rather than

purchasing straight CDSs from a highly credit-worthy counterparty - which is what an investor

would do if it truly sought to hedge against potential losses in a portfolio - JPM's CIO instead

invested in a CDS index which did not perfectly match (i.e., hedge) its existing portfolio, and

which essentially had the effect of placing a second, massive directional bet. This strategy

dramatically increased (rather than offset) the Company's risk. The increased complexity of this

trading scheme, particularly because it had no rational basis, is another badge of fraud, strongly

suggesting that JPM was attempting to hide its proprietary trading activities from regulators,

investors, and other market participants.



7. Rumors that the CIO was involved in complex, high-risk directional trades first

began to surface in early April 2012. A Wall Street Journal story of April 6, 2012 reported that

hedge funds and other investors were puzzled by unusual movements in some credit markets,

and had been buzzing about the identity of a deep-pocketed trader dubbed "the London whale."

The trades were traced back to the London office of JPM, where a CIO trader named Bruno Iksil

sold CDSs to hedge funds. According to a Bloomberg article published that same day, JPM's

position was believed to be as large as $100 billion, a position large enough that the trader was

single-handedly driving price movements in the $10 trillion market.

8. On an April 13, 2012, conference call ahead of JPM's first quarter 2012 earnings

release, CEO Dimon dismissed rumors that JPM was engaged in high-risk derivatives trading as

"a complete tempest in a teapot. Every bank has a major portfolio; in thoseportfolios you make

investments thatyou think are wise to offsetyour exposures:" (emphasis added).

9. A month later, in May 2012, Dimon was forced to admit that he was "dead

wrong" when dismissing concerns about the high risk trading strategies of the CIO, and further

announced a $2 billion mark to market loss from the CIO's disastrous trading strategy. Shortly

thereafter, Dimon admitted further that at least $1 billion of additional losses were expected

before the trades were fully unwound, although analysts have estimated that the true loss will

more likely be in the range of $5-7 billion.

10. Defendants issued materially false and misleading statements during the Class

Period regarding their trading activities, including falsely describing their CIO trading activity as

"hedging" of credit and interest-rate risk or as serving only a "risk management" function, when

in fact this unit was placing speculative directional bets in an effort to turn short-term profits for

the bank. These false and misleading statements, coupled with the Company's failure to disclose



that it was engaged in extremely risky and speculative derivative trades which exposed JPM to

significant losses, concealed significant risks from JPM investors, some of which recently

materialized with JPM's disclosure of at least $3 billion in trading losses (and still growing)

attributed to the London-based CIO trader dubbed the "London whale."

11. When the truth about JPM's fraud was disclosed after the market close on May

10, 2012, shares of JPM stock immediately dropped 9.3%, on trading volume not seen since

1984, wiping $14.4 billion off the Company's market value. As additional details about the lax

risk management at JPM were revealed in subsequent days, the Company's stock price tumbled

further resulting in nearly $27 billion worth of shareholder losses.

12. Congress, the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), the Commodities

Futures Trading Commission ("CFTC"), and even the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI")

have launched separate investigations.

11. JURISDICTION AND VENUE

13. The claims asserted herein arise under and pursuant to Sections 10(b) and 20(a) of

the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. §§ 78j(b) and 78t(a)] and Rule 10b-5 promulgated thereunder by

the SEC [17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5].

14. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action pursuant to

Section 27 of the Exchange Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1331 [15 U.S.C. § 78aa].

15. Venue is proper in this District pursuant to Section 27 of the Exchange Act, 28

U.S.C. § 1391(b), because many of the acts and practices complained of herein occurred in

substantial part in this District, and Defendants reside in or work in this District.

16. In connection with the acts alleged in this complaint, Defendants, directly or

indirectly, used the means and instrumentalities of interstate commerce, including but not limited



to the mails, interstate telephone communications, and the facilities of the national securities

markets.

III. PARTIES

17. Plaintiff LAMPERS is a defined benefit pension fund and retirement system

created for the purpose of providing retirement allowances and other benefits for full-time

municipal police officers and employees in the State of Louisiana, secretaries to chiefs of police,

and employees of the system. As set forth in the accompanying certification, incorporated by

reference herein, LAMPERS purchased JPM common stock at artificially inflated prices during

the Class Period and has been damaged thereby.

18. Defendant JPM is a Delaware corporation with headquarters in New York, New

York. The Company's stock is listed on the New York Stock Exchange (the "NYSE") under the

ticker symbol "JPM", and is a component of the Dow Jones Industrial Average. JPM is a

worldwide holding company that, through its subsidiaries, provides broad-based banking

services across the globe. JPM is the largest bank in the United States with $2.32 trillion in

assets and $189.73 billion of shareholder equity, as of March 31, 2012.

19. Defendant James Dimon ("Dimon") is the Chairman of the Board of Directors,

President, and Chief Executive Officer ("CEO") of JPM. Dimon arrived at JPM in 2004, and

assumed the role of President and Chief Operating Officer ("COO"). On December 31, 2005, he

was promoted to CEO, and on December 31, 2006, Dimon took on the dual role as Chairman of

the Board.

20. Defendant Douglas L. Braunstein ("Braunstein") is the Chief Financial Officer

("CFO") and Executive Vice President of JPM. Braunstein has been CFO since June 2010. He

had been head of Investment Banking for the Americas since 2008, prior to which he had served



in a number of senior Investment Banking roles, including as head of Global Mergers and

Acquisitions.

21. Defendant Ina R. Drew ("Drew") was the Chief Investment Officer and a member

of the Operating Committee of JPM during the Class Period. As part of her role, Drew oversaw

and managed the CIO, including its investments and trading operations, during the Class Period.

Prior to becoming Chief Investment Officer in February 2005, Drew was Head of Global

Treasury. Drew was recently forced to "resign" amidst the recent "London whale" trading

scandal.

22. The Defendants named in paragraphs 19 through 21 are referred to collectively

herein as the "Individual Defendants."

23. During the Class Period, the Individual Defendants, by virtue of their senior

executive positions at JPM, were privy to confidential and proprietary information concerning

JPM and its operations, trading activities, risk management functions, financial condition, and

present and future business prospects. The Individual Defendants had access to such information

via access to internal corporate documents, conversations and connections with other corporate

officers and employees, attendance at meetings with management and/or the board of directors or

committees thereof, and via reports and other information provided to them by JPM employees.

Among other information, the Individual Defendants had access to materially adverse non-public

information concerning JPM's CIO trading activities and its lax risk management surrounding

the CIO.

24. The Individual Defendants knew about, participated in designing and approving,

directed JPM employees to implement, and otherwise condoned the fraudulent practices

described herein. Because of their possession of such information, and their participation in the



acts, practices, and conduct alleged herein, the Individual Defendants knew or recklessly

disregarded that the adverse facts specified herein had not been disclosed to, and were being

concealed from, the investing public. Additionally, by specifically speaking about JPM's risk

management, its CIO trading activities in general, and the CIO's massive directional bet in CDS

credit derivatives, in particular, the Individual Defendants assumed a duty to be both accurate

and complete - duties that they breached in this case.

25. The Individual Defendants, because of their positions with the Company,

controlled and/or possessed the authority to control the contents of its reports, press releases, and

presentations to securities analysts. The Individual Defendants were provided with copies of the

Company's SEC filings, reports, press releases, and other statements alleged herein to be false

and misleading prior to or shortly after their issuance, and had the ability and opportunity to

prevent their issuance or cause them to be corrected. Thus, the Individual Defendants had the

opportunity to prevent, as well as to commit, the fraudulent acts alleged herein.

26. Moreover, as set forth below, the Individual Defendants signed the SEC filings

that are alleged herein to be false and misleading in material respects. By signing these SEC

filings, the Individual Defendants personally attested to the accuracy of their content and

assumed a duty to disclose adverse facts that undermined the statements contained herein.

27. As senior executives of a publicly traded company whose common stock is

registered with the SEC pursuant to the Exchange Act and is traded on the New York Stock

Exchange and governed by the federal securities laws, the Individual Defendants had a duty to

promptly disseminate accurate and truthful information with respect to JPM's risks, financial

results, operations, and present and future business prospects, and to correct any previously

issued statements that were or had become materially misleading or untrue, so that the market



price of JPM's common stock would be based upon truthful and accurate information. The

Individual Defendants' misrepresentations and omissions during the Class Period violated these

specific requirements and obligations.

IV. SUBSTANTIVE ALLEGATIONS

28. JPM is the largest and most complex bank in the United States providing a full

range of banking services to its clients and customers.

29. Throughout the Class Period, JPM's CIO unit had a purpose that once appeared to

be relatively straight forward. JPM has more liabilities (deposits) than assets (loans). It

therefore takes the difference between the two, about $350 billion, and invests it in high-grade,

liquid fixed-income securities through the CIO unit. By doing so, JPM creates a series of

subsequent risk exposures for itself, including interest rate risk, FX risk, counterparty risk and

market exposure. Such risks, however, are typically hedged to prevent short term swings in

value, and that is what JPM told investors its CIO unit's trading was designed to accomplish.

30. JPM consistently told its stockholders in its 10-Ks, and other regulatory filings

throughout the Class Period, that its CIO unit was among the bank's units serving a risk

management function.

31. In its Annual Report on form 10-K for 2009, filed with the SEC on February 24,

2010 (the start of the Class Period), for example, the Company described the CIO operations, in

part, as follows:

The Corporate/Private Equity sector comprises Private Equity, Treasury [the
"Treasury"], the Chief Investment Office ["CIO"], corporate staff units and
expense that is centrally managed.... The Chief Investment Office and Corporate
Treasury are responsible for measuring, monitoring, reporting and managing the
Firm's liquidity, interest rate and foreign exchange risk.

* * *



[CIO] is primarily concerned with managing structural market risks which arise
out of the various business activities of the Firm.

Substantially similar descriptions were included in JPM's 2010 and 2011 Annual Reports on

form 10-K, filed with the SEC on February 28, 2011 and February 29, 2012, respectively.

32. In February 2012, before rumors about the CIO units large speculative trades

began to surface, Dimon further assured investors in a televised interview with Fox News that he

understood well the concerns of legislators that U.S. banks not make huge bets with their balance

sheets, and assured public investors bluntly that "we [i.e., JPM] don't make huge bets."

33. Months later, JPM spokesman, Joe Evangelisti, in response to initial rumors of

speculative trading emanating from the JPM's CIO unit, stated on April 5, 2012 that the trading

activities conducted through the CIO were designed only to "hedge structural risks and invest to

bring the company's assets and liabilities into better alignment" stating further that the CIO unit

is "focused on managing the long-term structural assets and liabilities of the firm and is not

focused on short-termprofits."

34. Similarly, JPM's CFO, Defendant Braunstein, on a call with reporters in April,

stated that "[w]hen we put a dollar to work we want to do so prudently and invest it in safe,

smart and good-returning assets, and that is the job of the CIO."

35. On April 13, 2012, moreover, during a conference call ahead of JPM's first

quarter 2012 earnings release, CEO Dimon further comforted investors that JPM was not

gambling with high-risk directional trades, but was only hedging its large derivative portfolio. In

response to a question by analyst Guy Moszkowski of BofA Merrill Lynch regarding the

unusually large trades placed by JPM in recent weeks, Dimon dismissed any cause for concern,

claiming that the issue was "a complete tempest in a teapot. Everybankhas a major portfolio; in

those portfolios you make investments that you think are wise to offset your exposures."

10



(emphasis added). Indeed, from a review of the regulatory filings and public statements of JPM

throughout the Class Period, it would appear to an investor that the CIO unit was engaged in

little more than the type of credit, FX or interest rate hedging that all big banks are engaged to

protect assets from short term swings in value. In reality, however, we now know that the CIO

was doing much more, including placing high-risk directional bets designed to boost the short-

term profits of JPM.

36. On May 10, 2012, the truth began to leak out in connection with JPM's filing of

its Form 10-Q and earnings release for the first quarter ended March 31, 2012 with the SEC.

After the market closed, JPM held a conference call with analysts and investors to discuss its

first quarter 2012 results. Defendants opened the conference call by revealing that the

Company's trading operations for its own account had sustained a massive $2 billion dollar mark

to market trading loss. When the Company revealed the nature and extent of its trading loss,

along with some details about the types of trading strategies involved, it became apparent that

this was not a "tempest in a teapot," but a serious violation of the Company's publicly-disclosed

trading policies that do not allow for high-risk directional trades.

37. The $2 billion loss moved quickly to $2.3 billion, and JPM's Dimon later stated

that he expected another $1 billion in losses on account of the Company's disastrous trades.

Because the trades are proving so difficult to unwind, moreover, with a dozen hedge funds and

other banks profiting on the other side, the total losses to JPM could balloon to $5-7 billion,

according to some estimates. Dimon has admitted that he was "dead wrong" in describing the

strategy as a "complete tempest in a teapot," and stated that the bank's purported effort to

"hedge" its overall credit exposure was "flawed, complex, poorly reviewed, poorly executed, and

poorly monitored. " But very few additional details have been disclosed.
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38. More and more, however, it appears that the strategy was never intended to be a

"hedged" trade, as the Company claims, but rather a directional trade that exposed the bank to

substantial risk. Numerous commentators in the financial press have described Dimon's and the

Company's description of these trades as "hedges" as inaccurate, if not an outright lie. For

example, Michael Greenberger, a professor at the University of Maryland law school and former

director of trading and markets at the U.S. Commodities Futures Trading Commission, which

oversees the complex financial instruments that were apparently central to JPM's strategy,

stated: "It is a huge, self-serving myth to say this was a hedge." Dennis Kelleher, President and

CEO of Better Markets, a non-profit, commented that "If you're making either big profits or

generating big losses when you claim to be hedging, you're either grossly incompetent and

should be fired, or you're lying. All the evidence right now leads to the conclusion that they

were lying. They made a big bet, and it appears that somebody covered it up."

39. Recent and ongoing press reports of the nature of JPM's trading activities strongly

contradict the Company's assertion that these trades were designed and executed as part of "risk

management" or to hedge existing bank positions. Former JPM executives disclosed to

Bloomberg that CEO Dimon himself deliberately transformed the Company's CIO unit during

the last five years to steadily increase the size and risk of speculative bets, even ordering some

high risk trades himself. Eric Schatzker, JP Morgan Said to Transform Treasury to Prop

Trading, Bloomberg, Apr. 13, 2012. Dimon shifted the unit's focus away from merely

protecting against interest rate or currency movements to engage in hedge fund-like trading, and

the "London whale" trading scandal was just an example of one big bet that went badly for the

bank. Id.
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40. Analysts and investors are now properly questioning JPM's full trading

operations, and in particular the notion pushed by Company executives that a purported hedge on

credit exposures could reduce the bank's risk but at the same time earn it billions of dollars. As

the Wall Street Journal reported on May 17, 2012, in an article titled "Peering Over J.P.

Morgan's Hedges," JPM still has massive exposures to the credit derivative markets on account

of its so-called "portfolio hedging" or "economic hedging" activities.1 Since 2007, the value of

assets held by the CIO had tripled to more than $350 billion at the end of 2011. Within these

assets was a massive and growing portfolio of derivatives, including over-the-counter and exotic

derivatives that are traded in shadowy markets imbedded with higher risks. JPM's high risk

derivatives portfolio dwarfs that of other major banks:

trillions

100 Big Banks Risk All with Danger
of Defaults on Derivatives

JPMorgan Citibank BoTA Wachovia HSBC

Source: The Wall Street Journal

41. With nothing but aggregate disclosures in JPM's financial statements, investors

were at least comforted by the descriptions of JPM's robust risk management procedures, in

general, and by the descriptions of the CIO unit's trading activities, in particular. But now that

both are exposed as a sham, JPM's stock price has understandably been punished.

1"Portfolio hedging" and"economic hedging" are terms of art usedby JPMto describe what it claims to have been
doing. But these words are meaningless from an accounting or disclosure standpoint, and are intended to mislead
the reader or listener to believe that JPM was truly hedging its positions.
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42. In addition to misleading the market through affirmative false and misleading

statements and material omissions about the CIO's role and its trading strategies, JPM also

deliberately hid its CIO risk exposures from investors by presenting false and misleading Value

at Risk ("VaR") metrics in its public filings.

43. The VaR metric is a measure of risk that JPM disclosed to investors and used in

other regulatory reviews. It represents the maximum JPM traders would expect to lose on 95 out

of 100 trading days. It is calculated daily, and the average for a quarter is reported in JPM's SEC

filings. As part of JPM's regular touting itself as having the best risk managers on Wall Street, it

proudly states that it invented the gold standard of firm-wide risk measurement known as VaR.

One benefit that a reduced (or intentionally misstated) VaR exposure would have for JPM is that

it would allow a reduction in capital held against its portfolio. VaR is also an important metric

for measuring and comparing risk both between business segments and ~ when calculated

consistently —over time. Analysts and investors regularly focus on the VaR figures reported by

large banking institutions, and this sensitivity has increased since the financial crisis fallout of

2008 and 2009.

44. JPM's SEC filings during the Class Period included calculations of VaR for a

number of functions within JPM, including for the CIO unit. With respect to the CIO, the

Company's SEC filings reported period-end values for the combined portfolio of investment

securities held by the Treasury and CIO, and the related gain or loss on those securities over the

relevant reporting period. The value and performance of this portfolio contributes materially to

JPM overall operational performance and financial position.

45. On January 13, 2012, JPM filed a Form 8-K that set forth the Company's

operational results and financial position for the three- and twelve-month periods ended
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December 31, 2011. In that filing, the Company stated that the average VaR for the CIO for the

prior three-month period was $69 million and for the prior twelve-month period was $57 million.

46. Also as part of JPM's January 13, 2012 Form 8-K, the Company reported data

related to the value and performance of the combined securities investment portfolio of the

Treasury and CIO. This portfolio was reported to have a period-end value of approximately

$356 billion, which represented a $13 million loss during the fourth quarter.

47. However, by December 31, 2011, the CIO's portfolio and operations posed a far

greater threat to the Company's net income and profitability than the Company disclosed. In

fact, the risk associated with the CIO's investment portfolio rose to $186 million by the end of

March 2012 —four times the risk reported on June 30, 2011, and more than double that reported

as of December 31, 2011. To lower its reported VaR, and mask these growing risks from

investors, JPM had, in fact, secretly implemented a new VaR model for its FY2011 reporting

period, which dramatically reduced the CIO's VaR. Investors only learned about this modeling

change when JPM was begrudgingly forced to admit it in connection with its 1Q 2012 disclosure

of the $2 billion loss (in May 2012). Dimon at the time stated "[i]n the first quarter, we

implemented a new VaR model, which we now deemed inadequate and we went back to the old

one."

48. According to an article in Bloomberg, which analyzed JPM's periodic VaR

reporting, this supposedly "new model" allowed the London whale himself to cut his reported

risk by half for this earlier reporting period, allowing the CIO to falsely state a VaR of $67

million, when the former model would have showed an average VaR of $129 million for the CIO

(which ballooned to $186 million by the end of the first quarter).
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49. Such a change, according to insider sources at the bank interview by the Chicago

Tribune, would need to be approved by the most senior risk managers at JPM, including the

Chief Risk Officer, and possibly the CEO. In addition, such a change would also have to be

disclosed (but was not) to the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), the New York

Federal Reserve, and to investors. According to an interview with Former Federal Deposit

Insurance Corp (FDIC) Chairman Sheila Bair, if, as reported, JPM had made changes to its VaR

risk model, then the OCC and the New York Federal Reserve supervisors should have been

involved: "I can't believe JPMorgan would change its VaR model without talking with them,"

she said. Dave Clark, Regulator Warns on Banks' Ability to Manage Risk, Chi. Trib., May 16,

2012. Indeed, just one year prior, in April 2011, the OCC and the Fed issued guidance to banks

on how they should go about making sure their risk models work and it included a warning:

"Models can improve business decisions, but they also impose costs, including the potential for

adverse consequences from decisions based on models that are either inconect or misused." The

"new" model secretly implemented by JPM was designed to conceal the massive and growing

risks emanating from the CIO.

50. On February 29, 2012, JPM compounded the false and misleading nature of its

reported VaR in its Annual Report on Form 10-K, where the Company included further details

regarding the VaR for the Company, in general, and the CIO, in particular, describing its VaR as

"a consistent cross-business measure of risk profiles and levels of diversification and is used for

comparing risks across businesses and monitoring limits," and stating that VaR "measures risk

across instruments and portfolios in a consistent, comparable way."

51. Also as part of JPM's February 29, 2012 10-K, the Company included data

related to the value and performance of the combined securities investment portfolio of the
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Treasury and CIO. This portfolio was reported to have a period-end value of approximately

$356 billion, which represented a $1,385 billion gain during 2011.

52. On April 13, 2012, JPM again misled investors about its VaR with the filing of its

Form 8-K setting forth the Company's operating results and financial position for the 1Q 2012

(for the period ending March 31, 2012). As part of its 8-K, JPM reported that the average VaR

for the CIO had actually declined by 2.9 percent, from $69 million to $67 million, from the 4Q

2011 (for the period ending December 31, 2011).

53. JPM offered these risk metrics and VaR figures for prior quarters under the

heading "QUARTERLY TRENDS," but failed to disclose that the Company had dramatically

modified its modeling and methods for calculating its VaR, and made no qualification of its prior

statements that VaR "measures risk across instruments and portfolios in a consistent, comparable

way."

54. Also as part of JPM's April 13, 2012 Form 8-K, the Company reported data

related to the value and performance of the combined securities investment portfolio of the

Treasury and CIO. This portfolio was reported to have a period-end value of approximately

$375 billion, which represented a $453 million gain during the first quarter.

55. According to Bloomberg, which analyzed the purportedly "new" and "old" VaR

modeling by JPM, the CIO had assigned artificially inflated values to certain credit derivatives

and related assets held by the CIO that diverged materially from those values assigned to

substantially similar assets by other offices within JPM, including the Investment Bank.

Matthew Leising ET AL, JPMorgan CIO Swaps Pricing Said to Differ From Bank, BLOOMBERG,

May 31, 2012.
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56. These artificially inflated values of CIO assets were reported within JPM, and

were used to calculate the value and performance of the combined securities investment portfolio

of the Treasury and CIO, and the VaR of the CIO. As a result, losses suffered by the CIO, the

volatility and risk of the CIO's portfolio, and the dramatic rise in the VaR of the CIO were

concealed during the Class Period. Further, the reported values of JPM's overall operating

results and financial position, which are materially affected by the value and performance of the

CIO's portfolio, were materially false and misleading.

57. Following the issuance of JPM's April 13, 2012 Form 8-K, the Company hosted a

conference call with analysts. In prepared remarks, Defendant Braunstein specifically addressed

the media reports regarding the CIO's reported high-risk trading activities:

[Bjefore I turn it over to Jamie, I did want to talk about the topics in the news
around CIO and just sort of take a step back and remind our investors about that
activity and performance.

We have more liabilities, $1.1 trillion of deposits than we have loans,
approximately $720 billion. And we take that differential and we invest it, and
that portfolio today is approximately $360 billion. We invest those securities in
high grade, low-risk securities.

We have got about $175 billion worth of mortgage securities, we have got
government agency securities, high-grade credit and covered bonds, securitized
products, municipals, marketable CDs. The vast majority of those are
government or government-backed and very high grade in nature.

We invest those in order to hedge the interest rate risk of the Firm as a function of
that liability and asset mismatch. We hedge basis risk, we hedge convexity risk,
foreign exchange risk is managed through CIO, and MSR risk. We also do it to
general Nil, which we do with that portfolio.

The result of all of that is we also need to manage the stress loss associated with
that portfolio, and so we have put on positions to manage for a significant stress
event in Credit. We have had that position on for many years and the activities
that have been reported in the paper are basically part of managing that stress loss
position, which we moderate and change over time depending upon our views as
to what the risks are for stress loss from credit.
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All ofthose decisions are made on a very long-term basis. They are done to keep
the Company effectively balanced from a risk standpoint. We are very
comfortable with ourpositions as they are held today.

And I would add that all those positions are fully transparent to the regulators.
They review them, have access to them at anypoint in time, get the information on
those positions on a regular and recurring basis as part of our normalized
reporting. All of those positions are put on pursuant to the risk management at
the Firmwide level.

The last comment that I would make is that based on, we believe, the spirit of the
legislation as well as our reading of the legislation and consistent with this long-
term investment philosophy we have in CIO we believe all of this is consistent
with what we believe the ultimate outcome will be related to [the] Volcker [Rule].

(Emphases added).

58. Defendant Dimon also was called upon to address specific questions related to the

media speculation that JPM's CIO had amassed large, high-risk positions during the question and

answer portion of the analyst call:

Guy Moszkowski - BofA Merrill Lynch - Analyst

Good morning, On the CIO question, which obviously you have addressed and
has gotten so much attention in the press this week, can I just ask one further
question, which is are all of the results of the CIO group reflected only within
Corporate and Other? There is no sharing of any of those results with, say, FICC
in terms of the reporting that we would see in the Investment Bank?

Jamie Dimon - JPMorgan Chase & Company - Chairman & CEO

No, God, no. No, no. A lot of the Nil is given to the businesses that generate the
deposits on a consistent fund transfer methodology, which—but not in the
Investment Bank. Remember, most of that portfolio is an AFS portfolio, not all
of it, but most of it.

Guy Moszkowski - BofA Merrill Lynch - Analyst

Right, fair enough. It's just I (multiple speakers)

Jamie Dimon - JPMorgan Chase & Company - Chairman & CEO

We disclosed both realized gains, unrealized gains, and mark-to-market gains.
You get all of that.

Guy Moszkowski - BofA Merrill Lynch - Analyst
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Yes, that is just a question that I ask in order to sort of assess the tempest in the
teapot nature of the stories relative to the revenues that we see that just don't seem
to be that big.

Jamie Dimon - JPMorgan Chase & Company - Chairman & CEO

It's a complete tempest in a teapot. Every bank has a major portfolio; in those
portfolios you make investments that you think are wise to offset your exposures.

Obviously, it's a big portfolio; we are a large company and we try to run it—it's
sophisticated obviously with complex things. But at the end ofthe day that is our
job is to invest thatportfolio wisely and intelligently over a long period oftime to
earn income and to offset other exposures that we have.

(Emphases added).

V. FALSE AND MISLEADING STATEMENTS

59. As set forth in detail above, the Defendants made numerous false and misleading

statements and material omissions during the Class Period which had the effect of concealing the

Company's risk and loss exposures. The Defendants falsely described (a) JPM's risk

management policies and procedures, (b) the trading operations and purported risk management

function of its CIO unit, in general, and (c) the "London whale" high risk trading activities, in

particular. In addition, the Company falsely concealed high risk trading exposures by failing to

properly report its VaR in regulatory filings, while deliberately tinkering with its accepted model

in order to understate the CIO's exposure to risk.

60. The Company's description of the operation of its CIO unit as being focused on

"hedging" and risk management, in particular, was false and misleading throughout the Class

Period. The fact that the CIO unit was engaged in speculative derivatives trading at all, let alone

trading at a level that would expose the Company to several billions of dollars in losses, was a

revelation to stockholders who had been lead to believe otherwise. Thus, early in the proposed

Class Period (starting at least in March 2010) the Company's disclosures relating to the risk
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management function of the CIO were false and misleading, and omitted to state the material

risks that the CIO unit's trading brought on to JPM.

61. Later in the proposed Class Period, as set forth in detail above, Dimon's blunt

statements to reporters that "we don't make huge bets" as a firm, and "we don't engage in

proprietary trading," were false and misleading, as were his statements dismissing rumors about

the risks involved with the London whales' trades as "a tempest in a teapot." JPM very clearly

was engaged in proprietary trading, and was also making "huge" high-risk bets in the derivatives

markets which exposed JPM to the substantial losses. Further, Dimon has since admitted that his

statements in April 2012 about the London whale's trades being nothing more than "a tempest in

a teapot" were "dead wrong" and "completely wrong," given the more than $3 billion in losses

he was forced to disclose just weeks later.

62. JPM also deliberately misstated its VaR metrics, both firm-wide and for its CIO,

since at least January 2012, as set forth more specifically above.

63. Each of these categories of false statements and material omissions were

materially false or misleading because at the time such statements were made, Defendants knew

that the true risks associated with the CIO's portfolio and its trading operations differed

substantially from what was disclosed.

64. Among others, the following true facts were known by the Defendants but

concealed from JPM's shareholders during the Class Period: (1) the CIO had secretly amassed

high-risk and unmanageably large position in credit derivatives and related investments (CDSs),

which did not act as a hedge against JPM's broader credit risk exposures; (2) the CIO had

already suffered material losses as a result of these investments; (3) the Company's risk metrics,

including VaR, reported to investors did not accurately reflect the JPM's true exposure to risks
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! and trading losses; and (4) the Company's losses and true risk levels were disguised in part by

| the intentional assignment of artificially inflated values to certain credit derivatives and related
i
!

j assets heldby the CIO, which masked bothrealized losses andportfolio volatility.
j

I VI. THE TRUTH IS REVEALED
1

i

j 65. On May 10, 2012, after the markets closed, JPM filed its Quarterly Report on
i
j
| Form 10-Q for the quarter ended March 31, 2012 with the SEC. The filing disclosed, in relevant

I
I part:
i

I
! In Corporate, within the Corporate/Private Equity segment, net income (excluding
j Private Equity results and litigation expense) for the second quarter is currently
I estimated to be a loss of approximately $800 million. Prior guidance for |

Corporate quarterly net income (excluding Private Equity results, litigation
| expense and nonrecurring significant items) was approximately $200 million.
i Actual second quarter results could be substantially different from the current
| estimate and will depend on market levels and portfolio actions related to |
j investments held by the Chief Investment Office (CIO), as well as other activities j
i incorporate during the remainder ofthe quarter. I

Since March 31, 2012, CIO has had significant mark-to-market losses in its
synthetic creditportfolio, and thisportfolio has proven to be riskier, more volatile
and less effective as an economic hedge than the Firm previously believed. The
losses in CIO's synthetic credit portfolio have been partially offset by realized
gains from sales, predominantly of credit-related positions, in CIO's AFS
securities portfolio. As of March 31, 2012, the value of CIO's total AFS
securities portfolio exceeded its cost by approximately $8 billion. Since then, this
portfolio (inclusive of the realized gains in the second quarter to date) has
appreciated in value.

The Firm is currently repositioning CIO's synthetic credit portfolio, which it is
doing in conjunction with its assessment of the Firm's overall credit exposure. As
this repositioning is being effected in a manner designed to maximize economic
value, CIO may hold certain of its cunent synthetic credit positions for the longer
term.

(Emphasis added).

The May 10, 2012 10-Q also disclosed that the period-end VaR for the CIO had risen from $77

million as of December 31,2011 to $186 million as of March 31, 2012.
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66. In connection with the filing of its 10-Q, JPM also announced a surprise

conference call with analysts and investors, during which Defendant Dimon disclosed that the

Company had sustained billions of dollars in trading losses, stating, in relevant part:

I would like to thank you all for joining on short notice. I want to update you on a
few items that we have in our just filed 10-Q. Specifically, we've given prior
guidance that Corporate—that net income in the Corporate segment, remember
it's not the corporation, it's just one of the segments, ex.-Private Equity and
litigation, would be approximately plus or minus $200 million. This includes
CIO's overall performance.

We would currentlyestimate this number to be minus $800 million after-tax. This
change is due to two items, all both in CIO this quarter. I'm about to give you
pretax numbers now. Slightly more than$2 billion trading loss under synthetic
credit positions and $1 billion of securities gains, largely on the sale of credit
exposures. I want to remind you the CIO has over $300 billion in its investment
portfolio and unrealized gains as of March 30 of $8 billion.

The CIO manages all the exposures in total as a whole and it does it in light of the
firm's total requirements. We are also amending a disclosure in the first quarter
press release about CIO's [VaR], Value at Risk. We had shown average [VaR] at
67. It will now be 129. In thefirst quarter, we implemented a new [VaR] model,
which we now deemed inadequate and we went back to the old one, which had
been used for the prior several years, which we deemed to be more adequate.
The numbers I just gave are effective March 30, the first quarter.

Regarding what happened, the synthetic credit portfolio was a strategy to hedge
the firm's overall credit exposure, which is our largest risk overall in a stressed
credit environment. We were reducing that hedge, but in hindsight the new
strategy was flawed, complex, poorly reviewed, poorly executed, and poorly
monitored. Theportfolio has proven to be riskier, more volatile, and less effective
as an economic hedge than we thought.

What have we done? We've had teams from audit, legal, risk, and various control
functions, all from Corporate, involved in extensive review of what happened.
We have more work to do but it's obvious at thispoint that there are many errors,
sloppiness, and badjudgment. I do remind you that none of this has anything to
do with clients. We've had many lessons learned and we've already changed
some policies and procedures as we've gone along. In addition, you should know
that all appropriate corrective action will be taken as necessary in the future.
Most important, some of our best talent from across the Company, particularly
traders and risk managers, are fully engaged and helping to manage the portfolio.

Theportfolio still has a lot ofrisk and volatility goingforward. So how are we
going to manage that? So number one, we're going to manage it to maximize
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economic value for shareholders. What does that mean? It means we're not

going to do something stupid. We're willing to hold as long as necessary
inventory and we're willing to bear volatility. Therefore, the volatility for the rest
of this quarter and next quarter or so will be high. It could cost us as much as $1
billion or more. Obviously, we're going to work hard to have that not be a
negative at all, but it is risky and it will be for a couple of quarters.

Clearly, markets and our decisions will be a critical factor here. Hopefully this
will not be an issue by the end of the year, but it does depend on the decisions and
the markets—the decisions we make and the markets we have.

However unfortunate this event is, I do want to put this in perspective. One of the
reasons we keep a fortress balance sheet is to handle surprises, although this is not
the kind of surprise we wanted to have. Our Basel I ratio will stay very strong
and it doesn't change at all as a result of—at March 31, a result of this. Our Basel
III ratio, which remember is a rough estimate anyway, will be amended down to
8.2 from 8.4 effective March 30. We will, however, in the future, continue to
meet our very conservative targets for both Basel I and Basel III.

I also want to say, while we don't give overall earnings guidance and we're not
confirming analyst estimates, if you did adjust current analyst estimates for the
loss, we should still earn approximately $4 billion after-tax this quarter, give or
take. Neither of these things absolves us from blame, so speaking for the senior
management team and myself, while we can't assure you we won't make
mistakes, we can assure you we're going to try not to. These were egregious
mistakes. They were self-inflicted, we were accountable, and what happened
violates our own standards and principles by how we want to operate the
Company. This is not how we want to run a business.

(Emphases added).

67. As a result of these revelations, JPM's stock price fell $3.78 per share, or 9.28%,

to close at $36.96 per share on May 11, 2012, wiping $14.4 billion off the Company's market

value. As additional details about the lax risk management at JPM were revealed in subsequent

days, the Company's stock price tumbled further resulting in nearly $27 billion worth of

shareholder losses, and an over 20% stock price decline.

VII. SCIENTER

68. During the Class Period, each of the Defendants knew about, encouraged, and

condoned the deceptive and manipulative practices described above, and thus had actual
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knowledge throughout the Class Period when they disclosed and disseminated false and

misleading information to JPM's stockholders that they were misleading the market. Defendants

participated in a scheme to defraud and engaged in acts, practices, and a course of business that

operated as a fraud or deceit on purchasers of JPM common stock during the Class Period.

69. First, both internal sources at JPM and outside shareholders had warned JPM

senior managers for more than a year that its risk oversight was inadequate, particularly in the

CIO unit. According to news sources, risk managers and some senior investment bankers at JPM

raised concerns that the JPM's CIO unit was making increasingly large investments involving

complex trades that were hard to understand since 2007. See, e.g., Harry Wilson, JP Morgan's

$2bn Loss Was An 'Accident Waiting to Happen,'' THE TELEGRAPH, May 11, 2012. These

former employees have indicated that they expressed concerns about the dangers, even as the

size of the bets climbed steadily, but were ignored or dismissed. Id. Staff from JPM's

investment banking ("IB") arm, for example, are reported to have privately told management -

including CEO Dimon - that the CIO was an "accident waiting to happen." Id. Bill Winters, the

former co-CEO of JPM's IB unit, was among those who made clear his concerns about the

unnecessary risks being taken by the CIO, and other investment banking staff are reported to

have raised serious concern about the quality of risk management in the CIO, which they

regarded as relatively unsophisticated compared to the risk systems used in the IB unit. Id.

70. On May 19, 2012, in The New York Times, in an article titled "Discord at Key

JPMorgan Unit Is Faulted In Loss," details about the culture at JPM's CIO unit were revealed

showing that JPM's London traders were allowed to make increasingly risky, directional bets,

despite repeated objections by their New York-based counterparts about the serious risks

involved. These activities, despite contravening the bank's publicly-disclosed internal trading
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policies, were condoned because upper echelons of the bank, including CEO Dimon, had an

increased appetite for the profits earned by such trades. According to research analysts at

Tricumen, the CIO unit generated $6.8 billion in revenues combined in 2010 and 2011.

71. The Wall Street Journal also reported on June 12, 2012 (Dan Fitzpatrick, JP

Morgan Knew ofRisks) that "executives and directors were alerted to risky practices by a team

of London-based traders two years before that group's botched bets cost the bank more than $2

billion." Further, the article ~ which was also written with the benefit of interviews with more

than a dozen current and former members of JPM's CIO ~ states that as far back as early 2010,

certain directors (and executives) were specifically briefed about inesponsible, high-risk trading

in the CIO's London office.

72. In addition to red flags and warnings of improper trading activities coming from

inside JPM, similar warnings were raised by shareholders almost a year before the London whale

trading debacle unfolded. But they too were ignored by JPM's management. In this regard,

Change to Win ("CtW") Investment Group, in an April 1, 2011 letter, warned JPM that its risk

management committee was not up to the task and sought to remove one of its members, Ellen

Futter, who had been a director at American International Group Inc. before its near-collapse

from irresponsible derivatives investing in 2008. CtW wrote:

We are deeply concerned that the current three-person risk policy committee,
without a single expert in banking or financial regulation, is simply not up to the
task of overseeing risk management at one of the world's largest and most
complex financial institutions.

73. Despite being on notice of problems in its risk management, in general, and in the

CIO unit, in particular, JPM failed to disclose the fact that it was chasing quick profits through

high-risk proprietary trading being conducted out of its London office. Indeed, even when the

Company was caught red-handed, and when information about speculative CIO trades surfaced
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in April 2012, Dimon himself dismissed any concerns as a "tempest in a teapot." But more

recently, Dimon has virtually admitted that there were red flags raised to him about the

questionable trades in the CIO, stating in a Meet the Press interview on May 13, 2012, that "if

you look back from today, there were other red flags....And the mistake had been brewing for a

while, so it wasn't just any one thing..."

74. Second, JPM designed its "London whale" trades and its modeling and

misreporting of the CIO's VaR to deliberately obfuscate and hide its improper trading activities

and improper assumptions of risk. This deliberate effort to hide, obfuscate and conceal the

improper activities described herein is a classic badge of fraud.

75. Third, these are not the first losses suffered by JPM on account of improvident

proprietary trading without proper risk management devices being put in place. Indeed, among

others, in IH 2010, JPM coal commodities traders suffered a $200M+ trading loss on account of

a speculative, un-hedged bet on coal derivatives. This event was widely-publicized, resulted in

firings, and put management on notice of the same sort of unchecked proprietary trading.

76. Fourth, CEO Dimon is at the absolute forefront of the very public debate over the

Dodd-Frank Act in the last couple of years involving increased banking regulations aimed at,

among other things, curbing high-risk proprietary trading by banks insured by the FDIC (the

"Volcker Rule"), and increased disclosure and openness by banks engaged in derivatives trading.

Because Dimon has been the face of the banking industry in staunchly advocating against such

regulations, he certainly must know or should know how his own bank operates in these exact

areas.

77. Fifth, JPM's trading positions in credit-related derivatives and other instruments

that culminated in positions that were so large, involved such significant amounts of Company
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capital, and exposed the Company to such material levels of risk, that the Individual Defendants

either knew or were reckless in being unaware of the magnitude of the risks posed by the CIO's

investment portfolio.

78. Sixth, Defendant Drew, as noted above, was forced to "resign" immediately after

the disclosure of the London whale's particular trading losses, which is powerful evidence of

scienter with respect to Drew. Drew's immediate termination (i.e., forced resignation) strongly

supports the inference that she knew about, encouraged, and condoned the Company's fraudulent

trading practices, or that she was recklessly disregarding them, and was asked to resign, and did

resign, rather than face the unwelcome prospect of a public ouster.

79. During the Class Period, Defendants had both the motive and opportunity to

commit fraud. They also had actual knowledge of the misleading nature of the statements they

made or acted with reckless disregard for the true information known to them at the time for the

reasons set forth above.

VIII. LOSS CAUSATION/ECONOMIC LOSS

80. During the Class Period, as detailed herein, Defendants made false and

misleading statements and engaged in a scheme to deceive the market and a course of conduct

that artificially inflated the price of JPM common stock, and operated as fraud or deceit on Class

Period purchasers of JPM common stock by misrepresenting the Company's exposure to risk.

Later, when Defendants' prior misrepresentations and fraudulent conduct became apparent to the

market through a series of conective disclosures, the price of JPM common stock fell

precipitously as the artificial inflation of the stock came out of the price. As a result of their

purchases of JPM common stock during the Class Period, Plaintiff and other members of the

Class suffered substantial economic losses.
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IX. CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS

81. Plaintiff bring this action as a class action pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil

Procedure 23(a) and (b)(3) on behalf of a Class consisting of all those who purchased common

stock of JPM between February 24, 2010 and May 10, 2012, inclusive, and who were damaged

thereby (the "Class"). Excluded from the Class are Defendants, the officers and directors of the

Company during the Class Period, members of their immediate families and their legal

representatives, heirs, successors, or assigns, any entity in which Defendants have or had a

controlling interest, and Defendants' insurers.

82. The members of the Class are so numerous that joinder of all members is

impracticable. Throughout the Class Period, JPM's common shares were actively traded on the

New York Stock Exchange. As of March 2012, JPM had 3.81 Billion shares of stock issued and

outstanding. While the exact number of Class members is unknown to Plaintiff at this time and

can only be ascertained through appropriate discovery, Plaintiff believes that there are tens of

thousands of members in the proposed Class who are geographically dispersed throughout the

United States and abroad. Members of the Class may be identified from records maintained by

JPM or its transfer agent and may be notified of the pendency of this action by mail, using the

form(s) of notice customarily used in securities class actions.

83. Plaintiffs claims are typical of the claims of the members of the Class, because

all members of the Class were similarly affected by Defendants' wrongful conduct in violation of

federal law that is complained of herein.

84. Plaintiff will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the members of the

Class and have retained counsel competent and experienced in class and securities litigation.
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85. Common questions of law and fact exist as to all members of the Class and

predominate over any questions solely affecting individual members of the Class. Among the

numerous questions of law and fact common to the Class are:

a. whether the federal securities laws were violated by
Defendants' acts as alleged herein;

b. whether statements made by Defendants to the
investing public during the Class Period
misrepresented or omitted to disclose material facts;

c. whether Defendants acted with scienter;

d. whether reliance upon Defendants' alleged false and
misleading statements can be presumed pursuant to
the fraud-on-the-market doctrine;

e. whether the Individual Defendants were "control"

persons of JPM;

f. whether and to what extent the market price of
JPM's stock was artificially inflated during the
Class Period as a result of Defendants' violations of

the securities laws; and

g. to what extent the members of the Class have
sustained damages resulting from Defendants'
violations of the federal securities laws and the

proper measure of damages.

86. A class action is superior to all other available methods for the fair and efficient

adjudication of this controversy because joinder of all members is impracticable. Furthermore,

because the damages suffered by individual Class members may be relatively small, the expense

and burden of individual litigation make it impossible for many members of the Class to

individually redress the wrongs done to them. There will be no difficulty in the management of

this action as a class action.
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X. PRESUMPTION OF RELIANCE: FRAUD ON THE MARKET DOCTRINE

A. Reliance Should Be Presumed With Respect to Defendants'

Omissions

87. Throughout the Class Period, Plaintiff and the members of the Class justifiably

expected the Defendants to disclose material information in connection with the offering and sale

of the Company's stock. Plaintiff and the members of the Class would not have purchased the

Company's stock at artificially inflated prices if Defendants had disclosed all material

information, including JPM's true trading policies and practices, and its true exposure to

significant risks of loss. Thus, reliance by Plaintiff and the Class members should be presumed

with respect to Defendants' omissions of material information.

B. Reliance Should Be Presumed Under the Fraud-on-the-Market

Doctrine

88. Throughout the Class Period, the Company's stock traded in an efficient market

that promptly digested current information with respect to the Company from all publicly-

available sources and reflected such information in the prices of the Company's stock.

89. The following facts demonstrate that the market for JPM's common stock was

efficient at all time during the Class Period:

a. JPM's common stock met the requirements for
listing, and was listed and actively traded on the
NYSE, a highly efficient and automated market;

b. as a regulated issuer, JPM filed periodic public
reports with the SEC and the NYSE;

c. JPM regularly communicated with public investors
via established market communication mechanisms,
including through regular disseminations of press
releases on the national circuits of major newswire
services and through other wide-ranging public
disclosures, such as communications with the
financial press and other similar reporting services;
and
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d. JPM was followed by a number of securities
analysts employed by major brokerage firms who
wrote reports that were distributed to the sales force
and customers of their respective brokerage firm(s).
Each of these reports was publicly available and
entered the public marketplace.

90. As a result of the foregoing, the market for JPM common stockpromptly digested

current information regarding JPM from all publicly available sources and reflected such

information in the stock price. Plaintiffs and the other Class members relied on the integrity of

the market price for the Company's stock and are entitled to a presumption of reliance on

Defendants' materialmisrepresentations and omissionsduring the Class Period.

XI. INAPPLICABILITY OF STATUTORY SAFE HARBOR

91. The statutory safe harbor provided for forward-looking statements under certain

circumstances does not apply to any of the allegedly false statements pleaded in this complaint.

Many of the specific statements pleaded herein were not forward-looking or were not identified

as "forward-looking statements" when made.

92. To the extent there were any forward-looking statements, there were no

meaningful cautionary statements identifying important factors that could cause actual results to

differ materially from those in the purportedly forward-looking statements. Alternatively, to the

extent that the statutory safe harbor does apply to any forward-looking statements pleaded

herein, Defendants are liable for those forward-looking statements because at the time each of

those forward-looking statements were made, the particular speaker knew that the statement was

false, and/or the statement was authorized and/or approved by an executive officer of JPM who

knew the statement was false when made.
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XII. CLAIMS FOR RELIEF

COUNT ONE

Violation Of Section 10(b) Of The Exchange Act
And Rule 10b-5 Promulgated Thereunder

(Against All Defendants)

93. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation contained above as if

fully set forth herein.

94. This Count is asserted against all Defendants pursuant to Section 10(b) of the

Exchange Act and Rule 1Ob-5 promulgated thereunder.

95. As alleged herein, throughout the Class Period, JPM and the Individual

Defendants, individually and in concert, directly and indirectly, by the use of the means or

instrumentalities of interstate commerce, the mails and/or the facilities of a national securities

exchange, made untrue statements of material fact and/or omitted to state material facts

necessary to make the statements made not misleading, in violation of Section 10(b) of the

Exchange Act and Rule 10b-5(b) promulgated thereunder.

96. JPM's and the Individual Defendants' false and misleading statements and

omissions were intended to, and did, as alleged herein, (i) deceive the investing public, including

Plaintiff and the other members of the Class; (ii) artificially inflate and maintain the market for

and market price of the Company's stock; and (iii) cause Plaintiff and the other members of the

Class to purchase the Company's stock at inflated prices.

97. JPM and the Individual Defendants were each individually and collectively

responsible for making, and authorized to make, one or more of the statements and omissions

alleged herein, by virtue of having made false or misleading verbal statements during the

quarterly earnings call and during analyst conferences, or by virtue ofhaving prepared, reviewed,

commented on, approved, signed, and/or disseminated documents which contained untrue
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statements of material fact and/or omitted facts necessary to make the statements therein not

misleading.

98. As described above, JPM and the Individual Defendants made the false statements

and omissions knowingly and intentionally, or in such an extremely reckless manner as to

constitute willful deceit and fraud upon Plaintiff and other members of the Class who purchased

JPM stock during the Class Period.

99. JPM's and the Individual Defendants' false statements and omissions were made

in connection with the purchase or sale of the Company's stock.

100. In ignorance of the false and misleading nature of the Company's and the

Individual Defendants' statements and omissions, and relying directly or indirectly on those

statements and/or upon the integrity of the market price for JPM stock, Plaintiff and the other

members of the Class purchased JPM stock at artificially inflated prices during the Class Period.

But for the fraud, they would not have purchased the stock at artificially inflated prices.

101. The market price for JPM stock declined materially upon the public disclosure of

the facts that had previously been misrepresented or omitted by JPM and the Individual

Defendants, as described above.

102. Plaintiff and the other members of the Class were substantially damaged as a

direct and proximate result of their purchases of JPM stock at artificially inflated prices and the

subsequent decline in the price of that stock when the truth was disclosed.

103. By reason of the foregoing, Defendants violated Section 10(b) of the Exchange

Act and Rule 10b-5(b) promulgated thereunder, and are liable to Plaintiff for damages suffered

in connection with Plaintiffs transactions in JPM's common stock during the Class Period.
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COUNT TWO

For Violation Of Section 20(a) Of The Exchange Act
(Against The Individual Defendants)

104. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation in the foregoing

paragraphs of this Complaint as if fully set forth herein.

105. This Count is asserted against the Individual Defendants under Section 20(a) of

the Exchange Act.

106. As alleged above, JPM violated Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5, promulgated

thereunder, by making false and misleading statements in connection with the purchase or sale of

securities. This fraudulent conduct was undertaken with scienter because JPM is charged with

the knowledge and scienter of the Individual Defendants and others who knew of or recklessly

disregarded the falsity of the Company's statements and of the fraudulent nature of its scheme.

107. Plaintiff and the other members of the Class suffered damages in connection with

their purchases of JPM stock as a direct and proximate result of those violations of Section 10(b)

and Rule 10b-5 by JPM, among others.

108. The Individual Defendants were controlling persons of JPM within the meaning

of Section 20(a) of the Exchange Act by reason of their positions as senior executive officers

and/or directors of JPM, their ability to approve the content and issuance of JPM's public

statements, and their control over JPM's day-to-day operations. The Individual Defendants had

the power and authority to direct and control, and did direct and control, directly or indirectly,

the decision-making of the Company as set forth herein. Each of the Individual Defendants had

direct and supervisory involvement in the day-to-day operations of the Company and, therefore,

is presumed to have had the power to control or influence the conduct giving rise to the

violations of the federal securities laws alleged herein, and exercised the same.
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109. The Individual Defendants prepared, signed, and/or approved the Company's

press releases and SEC filings that contained material false and misleading statements or omitted

material facts. They were provided with or had unrestricted access to copies of those statements

prior to and/or shortly after these statements were issued and had the ability to prevent the

issuance of the statements or cause the statements to be conected.

110. The Individual Defendants did not act in good faith in connection with the

conduct at issue in this Claim.

111. The Individual Defendants are culpable for participation in the matters alleged

herein, because they acted with knowledge that the Company's public statements were materially

false or misleading, or omitted material information, or they acted with reckless disregard for the

truth.

112. By virtue of their positions as controlling persons of JPM, the Individual

Defendants are jointly and severally liable to Plaintiffs pursuant to Section 20(a) of the Exchange

Act for JPM's violations of Section 10(b).

XIII. JURY DEMAND

Plaintiff demands a trial by jury as to all issues so triable.

XIV. PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, on behalf of itself and the Class, prays for relief and judgment

in its favor and against Defendants as follows:

A. Determining that this action is a proper class action and certifying Plaintiff as the

class representatives under Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure;

B. Awarding compensatory damages in favor of Plaintiff and the other members of

the Class against all of the Defendants for all losses and damages suffered as a result of

Defendants' wrongdoing alleged herein, and for all damages sustained as a result of wrongdoing
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by persons controlled by Defendants and/or for whose conduct Defendants are responsible

pursuant to principles of respondeat superior, in an amount to be determined at trial, together

with interest thereon;

C. Awarding Plaintiff and the other members of the Class rescission and/or

rescissionary damages;

D. Awarding punitive damages against JPM and in favor of Plaintiff and other

members of the Class;

E. Awarding Plaintiff and the Class their fees and expenses incurred in this action,

including attorneys' fees and expert fees;

F. Awarding Plaintiff and other members of the Class prejudgment interest and/or

opportunity cost damages; and

G. Granting such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

Dated: June 15,2012 Respectfully submitted,

GRANT & EISENHOFER P.A.
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CERTIFICATION OF LOUISIANA MUNICIPAL

POLICE EMPLOYEES RETIREMENT SYSTEM

I, R. Randall Roche, General Counsel for Louisiana Municipal Police Employees

Retirement System ("LAMPERS"), stateas follows pursuantto 15U.S.C. § 78u-4:

1. I am General Counsel of LAMPERS and am authorized to make this Certification

on its behalf.

2. Attached as Schedule A is a list of all LAMPERS transactions in the common

stock of JP Morgan Chase & Co. ("JPM") for the time period February 24, 2010 through May

10,2012 (the "Class Period").

3. LAMPERS and its legal counsel have fully reviewed the facts and allegations of

the Complaint and have authorized its filing. LAMPERS intends to actively monitor the conduct

of this action for the benefitof the class, rather than simply relying on its attorneys. LAMPERS

has retained the law firm of Grant & Eisenhofer P.A. ("G&E") to represent it as lead counsel.

G&E is knowledgeable and experienced in securities law and litigation, particularly with regard

to the role and responsibilities of institutional investors in class actions.

4. Like other investors who purchased JPM stock during the Class Period,

LAMPERS believes it has suffered losses as a result of defendants' fraudulent conduct and

violations of the federal securities laws. LAMPERS believes its claims against the defendants

are typical ofthose ofother members of the class.

5. LAMPERS did not purchase the securities that are the subject of the Complaintat

the direction of plaintiffs' counsel or in orderto participate in any privateaction arising underthe

federal securities laws. LAMPERS invested in JPM solelyfor its own business purposes.



6. LAMPERS is willing to serve as a representative party on behalf of the class of

current and former JPM shareholders, including providing testimony at depositions and trial.

LAMPERS intends to pursue this litigation for the best interests of all class members.

7. During the three-year period preceding the date of this Certification, LAMPERS

has served, and has sought to serve, as a representative party on behalf of a class in securities

fraud class actions, as follows:

Appointed lead plaintiff in these cases:

In re Green Mountain Coffee Roasters Sees. Litig.
Case No. 11-cv- 00289 (D. Vt.)

In re Diebold Inc. Sees. Litig.
Case No. 10-cv-1461 (N.D. Ohio)

Moved and not appointed:

In re TextronInc. Sees. Litig.
Case No. 09-cv-367 (D. RI)

In re Royal Bank ofScotland PLC Sees. Litig.
Case No. 09-cv-300 (S.D.N.Y.)

In re ICBHHoldings, Inc. Sees. Litig.
Case No. 09-cv-4208 (N.D. Cal.)

In re Avon Products Inc. Sees. Litig.
Case No. ll-cv-4665 (S.D.N.Y.)

Moved and LP appointment still pending:

Smilovits v. First Solar, Inc. Sees. Litig.
Case No. 12-cv-00555 (D. Ariz.)

8. LAMPERS will not accept any payment for serving as representative party on

behalf of the class beyond the plaintiffs' pro rata share of any recovery, except as ordered and

approved by the Court.



Ideclare under penalty ofperjury under the laws ofthe United States that the foregoing is

true and correct a
•• ,-jj

Batedi -'SmaQtiMtl

R, Randall Roche

On BehalfofLAMPERS
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